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18. Questim1.-In a. paddle steamer, is the paddle shaft 
and the engine shaft rigidly secured? Explain or sketch 
the usual arrangement of sl1afting in a paddle steamer, 
also show the deyice to allow for wearing down. 

Answer.-In a modern paddle steamer where the crank 
shaft joins the paddle shaft the flange;; arc not rigidly bolted 
to each other but are fitted with a flcxihle coupling, so as to 
allow for any out of alignment and prevent the shaft being 
put under a bending stress due to wear down. Fig. 23 shows 
in plan the general lay out of a paddle steamer engine room 
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FlG. 2J.-F.1cxiblc Coupling for Padcll~ Shatto::. 

and also the arrangement of the sponson and puddle beams. 
Fig. 21 shows the detail of the .flexible coupling in which there 
is a ball and socket joint between the paddle and the crank 
shaft. This coupling is fitted in all modern pn.dcllc ste:1mers, 
and in this case the crank shaft is rigid. The older type of 
paddle hoat had a flexible crank shaft, ns shown in Fig. 22, 
where the crank pin is rigid in on~ web but is flexible in the 
other. 
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F1c. :u.--Cra.nk Shaft for Oscillatiog Paddle Steamer. 

19. Question.- In a paddle steamer, where is the 
thrust taken up? Sketch the arrangement. 

Amwer.-In a paddle steamer the thrusting fo~ce on ~he 
hull is taken up at the large plummer blocks or hcanngs winch 
are bracketed to the side of the ship where the paddle shaft 
projects into the paddle boxes. The paddle wheels are over
hung past those plwnrner blocks and the weight of the padd_le 
wheels is mainly supported by them. 111; large a~rows m 
Fig. 23 show where the thrusting force ts transmJtted to 
the hul',~ ie ~ ·: c 
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19a. Question.-Descrlbe a paddle wheel fitted with 
feathering tloa ts. State the materials of which the wheel Js 
made. What is the functlon of the driving rod? 

i A 11Swer.- In the older t ype of paddle wheel the floats were 
: radial, this was an extremely simple wheel but its driving 
I 1 efficiency was not so great as in the modern feathering paddle 
: ,..~ ... wheel. The introduction of a feathering centre which is 

J '·-:--....__..~ccentric to the paddle shaft centre, causes the float s to enter 
1 the water in :I vertical position and to retain this position as 

nearly as possible while in the water, so giving a better pro-

l 

I 

pelling efficiency. 

Fig. 23a shows the details of a feathering wheel. The 
feathering centre is bo!ted to the outer beam of the paddle 
box and is from 10 to 16 inches ahead of the main paddle shaft, 
the eccentricity depending upon the size of wheel. The centre 
or hub of the wheel is made of cast iron or ca.st steel while 
the p.addlc arms are made of wrought iron, being attached 
to the centre with fittt>d bolts, those arms being in a similar 
way attached to the rims of the wheel. The rims being made 
of wrought iron, as are also the feathering rods and stays. 

The feathering rods are all of the same description except 
one, which is called the driving rod, this rod is of a heavy 
rectangular section and is bolted at the inner star centre in 
order to rotate the feathenng gear. The other rods are made 
of a round section as they are only subject to alternate tension 
and compression, while the driving rod has in addition a 
bending stress set up due to having to drive the feathering 
centre round. . 

The bearings at the ends of the rods and arms arc fitted 
in a peculicJI way, namely, brass working on brass, or brass 
working on lignum-vitre, this is done to allow the sea water 
to act as a lubricant, this it may be remarked, is similar to 
the way in which tail shafts are lubricated. 

Note.-The feathering centre 1·s usually referred to in Scotla-nd 
as the ] e:m~)'-N ettlr cmtrr, i11 E11gland 1-t is called the Star cmtre. 
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20. Question.--Dcscribc b . . . 
fastened to the skin of the O\~ the mam inJection valve is 
used?. Why is this valve PI sht What kind of bolts are 

ace as low down ns possible ? 
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, ~ Amw~r.-The main injection valve is made fast to the 
ship's side, as shown in Fig. 24, being bolted with a spigotcd 
flange to prevent ·corros~on of the ship's plate. Muntz metal 

S!11 p' s Side. 

Fxo. 2.j..- Main Injection Val\'c. 
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bolts are used and they should have snap h E>ads and be 
screwed through the ship's plate. The bolts have square 
heads for screwing them into the plate but they are sawn off 
after the joint is made. 

This valve should be placed as low down as possible to 
make sure that when the ship is rolling the orif1ce will not be 
uncovered and allow the circulating pwnp to draw air so 
causing a loss of vacuum. The objection to its being placed 
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